CHOOSE WISELY ON FEBRUARY 5th!
Protect California’s environment, workers and communities!

Vote AGAINST gambling expansion!

Vote “NO” on Propositions 94, 95, 96 and 97
* A sell-out to Big Gambling… ...Let there be no doubt: If this passes, many of the
tribes with more modest gambling operations will want and expect the same deal.
Is this what we want in our state? —Jan 13th 2008 San Francisco Chronicle
* Gambling is the wrong way to grow the state’s economy. It doesn’t create new
economic activity… Even assuming that all the 2006 compacts are ratified and a few
more similar compacts are ratified in the future, we expect that compact related sources
will provide the general fund with less than 0.5 percent of its annual revenues for the
foreseeable future. —Jan 14th 2008 Sacramento Bee
* Voters should reject Indian slot-machine compacts
The measures are really asking Californians whether they want to have the largest
concentration of Indian casinos in the nation and whether they want massive Nevadastyle gambling in California. —Contra Costa Times Jan. 20, 2008
* Gambling propositions a bad bet… Tribes’ monopoly would become more lucrative,
budget ills wouldn’t be solved…it is clear that where there is readily available casino
gambling, there is more crime, spousal abuse and household financial difficulties. More
close-at-hand gambling will mean more people letting their weekly paycheck ride for
three aces. —OC Register Jan. 18,2008
* Do the right thing: Simply punch “no” four times next to propositions 94, 95,
96 and 97…There are 1.2 million compulsive gamblers in the state. The price of such
gambling addiction - not to mention the devastation to the welfare of gamblers’ families
- is “never factored into the cost-benefit analysis of opening more casinos,” —Pasadena
Star News Jan 15, 2008

DON’T BE FOOLED! VOTE NO!
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